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BISTRO TABLES

BASKET SIDE TABLE

frame galvanized & powder coated steel (sea front finish)

top untreated teak top 20mm

black hpl 10mm

glides adjustable black nylon
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MAINTENANCE AND CARE

HPL

You can use your HPL side tables 
inside as well as outside.

Dirt does not easily stick to the 
material, which makes your side 
tables easy to maintain. 

Use a damp cloth and water to 
clean spilled solutions. The quicker 
you remove them, the easier.

Use a solution of water and mild 
soap to clean more stubborn 
stains.  

UNTREATED TEAK

Untreated teak is not stainproof. 
Should you wish to fully protect 
your teak furniture against stains, 
you can apply a sealer. This is an 
invisible layer which will allow 
your furniture to go to a beautiful 
silvery grey while preventing any 
liquids from penetrating the wood.

You can also choose to oil your 
furniture. However, this will alter 
the colour of the teak.

*other top on request: 
max dia 100 cm or 80x80 cm

*other top on request: 
max 80x80 cm

*other top on request: 
max dia 130 cm

STEEL

Steel is used in our indoor 
collection as well as our outdoor 
collection, mainly for the legs and 
frames of our furniture pieces.

For the outdoor pieces, the steel 
is always galvanized and powder 
coated to make sure it is protected 
from all-weather influences.

Clean your armour with a moist 
towel and some natural soap!
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RONDA ITEM CODE FINISH

teak top BI557M007W093 untreated

hpl top BI557M007H055 black

SPHERA ITEM CODE FINISH

teak top BI854M007W093 untreated

hpl top BI854M007H055 black

QUADRO ITEM CODE FINISH

teak top BI602M007W093 untreated

hpl top BI602M007H055 black

VARIANTS

BISTRO TABLES


